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Comparison of Standards for Medical Protection Products between China 
and Europe by SAC  
Various medical products that are helpful in dealing with the Covid-19 epidemic need to first comply with Chinese 
standards when exporting to other countries, which make the comparison between Chinese standards and EU standards 
very important. 
SAC translated and released the English versions of relevant Chinese medical product standards for reference. 

SESEC Observation on the Administrative Measures for Mandatory National 
Standards  
 
Through the Measures it can be seen that China is becoming more open to the participation of overseas stakeholders in 
the development of mandatory national standards. 
 
The Measures include some vague terms and expressions which prevent them from being properly understood and may 
have effect on WTO notification and the adoption of international standards; however, future policies and regulations 
should add clarity. 

 

China Published New English Versions of Railway Sector Standards 
 
EMC/DMC standards that include English expressions and definitions have been released, which will help unify EMC/DMC 
design, manufacturing, application and maintenance. 
 
The release of the six standards is of great significance for promoting the internationalization of China’s railway standards, 
the construction of the “Belt and Road Initiative” service and the “going global” of China’s railways. 

 
What Happened to the Enterprise Standards Top Runners Project in 2019? 
 
The Top Runners system now includes 100 products and services in the priority fields.  
 
1,269,722 enterprise standards have been disclosed by the enterprises as of the end of 2019. 
 
In 2019, 2436 enterprise standards from 2100 enterprises took part in the “Top Runners” assessment, and 317 standards 
were elected as the “Top Runners” standards.  

 
Main Points of National Standardization Work for China in 2020 
 

China will focus on participating actively in international standardization and promoting the release of ISO and IEC 
standards in Chinese.  
 
In terms of international cooperation, the key sectors for 2020 that China will focus on include new energy, new materials, 
quantum computing, digital twins, intelligent manufacturing, industrial construction and engineering construction. 

 

  

Takeaways 
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Guidance of the Classification of Industry Data  
 

The Industrial Data Classification Guide (Trial) includes the data generated and used by industrial internet platform 
companies, which is a new step.  
 
The Guide points out the direction for improving industrial data management capabilities and offers strong operable 
ways for enterprises to protect their industrial data. 

 

China Publishes New Rules on Testing and Certification of Commercial 
Cryptography 
 
A certification catalogue of commercial cryptography, which includes all the cryptography products that need to get 
certification before being sold, will be jointly issued by SAMR and SCA.  
 
Rules for the certification of commercial cryptography will be released by SAMR.  
 
The management of commercial cryptography products will be changed from administrative approval to testing and 
certification. Varieties and models of commercial cryptography products are no longer needed to be approved by SCA.  

 

MIIT Published New Rules on the Management of Radio Transmitting 
Equipment 
 
Equipment manufactured and imported for sale and use in China must apply to the State Radio Regulatory Agency for 
type approval, with exception to micropower short-range radio transmitting equipment. 
 
The Rules on the Management of Radio Transmitting Equipment include the procedures of applying for the license.  

 

China Proposes “New IP” Proposal in ITU 
 

New IP may be able to deal with the requirements of emerging applications for more efficient and customized networks, 
and the limitations and complexities the current TCP/IP protocols and frameworks have on the interconnection of 
ManyNets. 
 
Three characteristics of New IP are: variable IP address length, semantic definition of IP addresses, and user-defined IP 
headers. 

 
MIIT Calls for Comments on China’s Taxonomy Standard for the Driving 
Automation of Vehicles 
 

China’s Taxonomy Standard for the Driving Automation of Vehicles uses SAE J3016 as a reference. 
 
The standard plays a foundational support role in the intelligent connected vehicle standards system and can provide 
support for the promulgation of laws, regulations and standards related to autonomous driving. 
It is expected to come into force on January 1, 2021. 
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Comparison of Standards for Medical Protection Products between 
China and Europe by SAC  

#SAC #Horizontal 
During the Covid-19 epidemic, the exchange of medical protection supplies between China and Europe has shown great 
significance. SAC (State Administration of China), for the convenience of Europe’s stakeholders to be aware of standards 
for personal protection products in China, has compared European and Chinese standards for 4 categories of PPE 
products, organizing China’s related technical committees on standardization and research institutes. 
These products include masks, protective clothing, gloves and eye-protectors. In addition, SAC also translated and 
released the English version of Chinese standards for reference. 
 
Meanwhile, on 1st April 2020, China National Medical Products Administration, Ministry of Commerce, and General 
Administration of Customs together made notice, said that “ In order to support the world to fight against Covid-19 and 
ensure good product quality and safety and orderly export of medical supplies, Chinese enterprises that export testing 
kits of coronavirus, medical face masks, medical protective clothes, respirators, infrared thermometers, should provide 
a written or electronic declaration when declaring to customs since April 1,2020. This written or electronic declaration is 
a commitment that the enterprise has obtained the registration certificate for medical device, and the product it has 
manufactured is up to the requirements of standards of importing countries. The General Administration Customs shall 
examine and release the products in accordance with the registration certificate approved by National Medical Products 
Administration. The above-mentioned measure should be adjusted in line with changes of the epidemic“. 
http://www.mofcom.gov.cn/article/b/e/202003/20200302950371.shtml 
 
Which means that the products exported from China to EU, firstly need to comply with Chinese standards, which make 
the comparison even more important. 
The comparison chart of PPE products in China and Europe is presented below. 

1.  

Type No. European Standards Chinese Standards 

Mask 1 EN 149:2001+A1:2009 Respiratory 
protective devices – Filtering half masks to 
protect against particles – Requirements, 
testing, marking 

GB 2626-2006 Respiratory protective equipment. 
non-powered air-purifying particle respirator 
Revised to GB 2626-2019 (effective on 01 July 
2020) Respiratory protection—Non-powered air-
purifying particle respirator 

2 EN 14683:2019 ‘Medical face masks – 
Requirements and test methods’ 

YY 0469-2011   Surgical mask 
YY/T 0969-2013  Single-use medical face mask 

3 
 

GB/T 32610-2016 Technical specification of daily 
protective mask 

Protective 
clothing 

4 EN ISO 13688:2013 Protective clothing – 
General requirements (ISO 13688:2013) 

GB/T 20097-2006 (MOD ISO 13688:1998) 
Protective clothing – General requirements 
 

5 EN 13795-1:2019 Surgical clothing and 
drapes – Requirements and test methods 
– Part 1: Surgical drapes and gowns 

YY/T 0506.1—2005 Surgical drapes, gowns and 
clean air suits for patients, clinical staff and 
equipment – Part 1: General requirements for 
manufacturers, processors and products 

Horizontal Issues 

http://www.mofcom.gov.cn/article/b/e/202003/20200302950371.shtml
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List of Pandemic Prevention Product Standards 

The comparison report for these standards are made by SAC and are attached below. 

Annex 1 Comparison of Standards of Surgical Masks 

Annex 2 Comparison of Respiratory Protective Equipment Standards 

Annex 3 Comparison of Single-use Medical Rubber Gloves Standards 

Annex 4 Comparison of Medical Protective Clothing Standards 

Annex 5 Comparison of Personal Protective Equipment Standards 

Annex 6 Comparison of Personal Eye Protector Standards 

The English versions of the relevant Chinese standards are also translated by SAC and are attached below 

GB 2626-2019 Respiratory protection — Non-powered air-purifying particle respirator 

GB 14866-2006 The specifications for personal eye-protectors 

GB 19082-2009 Technical Requirements for Single-use Protective Clothing for Medical Use 

GB 19083-2010 Technical requirements for protective face mask for medical use 

GB 24788-2009 Limit for the removable surface powder and water-extractable protein of medical gloves 

GB T 18664-2002 Selection use and maintenance of respiratory protective equipment 

6 EN 13795-2:2019 Surgical clothing and 
drapes – Requirements and test methods 
– Part 2: Clean air suits 

YY/T 0506.2 – 2016 Surgical drapes, gowns and 
clean air suits for patients, clinical staff and 
equipment – Part 2: Performance requirements 
and test methods 

7 EN 14126:2003 + AC 2004 Protective 
clothing – Performance requirements and 
tests methods for protective clothing 
against infective agents 

GB 19082-2009 Technical requirements for 
single-use protective clothing for medical use 

8 EN 14605:2009 + A1:2009 Protective 
clothing against liquid chemicals – 
performance requirements for clothing 
with liquid-tight (Type 3) or spray-tight 
(Type 4) connections, including items 
providing protection to parts of the body 
only 

GB 24539-2009 Protective clothing. Performance 
requirements of chemical protective clothing. 

 
9 EN ISO 13982-1:2004/Amd 1:2010 

Protective clothing for use against solid 
particulates — Part 1: Performance 
requirements for chemical protective 
clothing providing protection to the full 
body against airborne solid particulates 
(type 5 clothing) — Amendment 1 

GB 24539-2009 Protective clothing. Performance 
requirements of chemical protective clothing 
GB/T 29511-2013 Protective clothing. Chemical 
protective clothing against solid particulates. 

Eye-
protectors 

10 EN 166:2001 Personal eye-protection – 
Specifications 

GB 14866-2006 The specifications for personal 
eye-protectors 

Gloves 11 EN 455-2:2015 Medical gloves for single 
use – Part 2: Requirements and testing for 
physical properties (MMD) 

GB 7543-2006 Single-use sterile rubber surgical 
gloves 

12 EN 455-4:2009 Medical gloves for single 
use – Part 4: Requirements and testing for 
shelf life determination (MDD) 

GB/T 24787-2009 Single-use non-sterile rubber 
surgical gloves 

13 EN 455-1:2000 Medical gloves for single 
use – Part 1: Requirements and testing for 
freedom from holes (MDD) 

GB 10213-2006 Single-use medical rubber 
examination gloves 

14 EN 455-3:2015 Medical gloves for single 
use – Part 3: Requirements and testing for 
biological evaluation (MDD) 

GB 24786-2009 Single-use medical poly (vinyl 
chloride) examination gloves 

https://www.sesec.eu/comparison-of-standards-for-medical-protection-products-between-china-and-europe-by-sac/annex-1-comparison-of-standards-of-surgical-masks/
https://www.sesec.eu/comparison-of-standards-for-medical-protection-products-between-china-and-europe-by-sac/annex-2-comparison-of-respiratory-protective-equipment-standards/
https://www.sesec.eu/comparison-of-standards-for-medical-protection-products-between-china-and-europe-by-sac/annex-3-comparison-of-single-use-medical-rubber-gloves-standards/
https://www.sesec.eu/comparison-of-standards-for-medical-protection-products-between-china-and-europe-by-sac/annex-4-comparison-of-medical-protective-clothing-standards/
https://www.sesec.eu/comparison-of-standards-for-medical-protection-products-between-china-and-europe-by-sac/annex-5-comparison-of-personal-protective-equipment-standards/
https://www.sesec.eu/comparison-of-standards-for-medical-protection-products-between-china-and-europe-by-sac/annex-6-comparison-of-personal-eye-protector-standards/
https://www.sesec.eu/comparison-of-standards-for-medical-protection-products-between-china-and-europe-by-sac/gb-2626-2019-respiratory-protection-non-powered-air-purifying-particle-respirator/
https://www.sesec.eu/comparison-of-standards-for-medical-protection-products-between-china-and-europe-by-sac/gb-14866-2006-the-specifications-for-personal-eye-protectors/
https://www.sesec.eu/comparison-of-standards-for-medical-protection-products-between-china-and-europe-by-sac/gb-19082-2009-technical-requirements-for-single-use-protective-clothing-for-medical-use/
https://www.sesec.eu/comparison-of-standards-for-medical-protection-products-between-china-and-europe-by-sac/gb-19083-2010-technical-requirements-for-protective-face-mask-for-medical-use/
https://www.sesec.eu/comparison-of-standards-for-medical-protection-products-between-china-and-europe-by-sac/gb-24788-2009-limit-for-the-removable-surface-powder-and-water-extractable-protein-of-medical-gloves/
https://www.sesec.eu/comparison-of-standards-for-medical-protection-products-between-china-and-europe-by-sac/gb-t-18664-2002-selection-use-and-maintenance-of-respiratory-protective-equipment/
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GB T 24787-2009 Single-use non-sterile rubber surgical gloves 

GB T 32610-2016 Technical specification of daily protective mask 

YY 0469-2011 Surgical Mask 

 
China NMPA (CFDA) Issued the Internal Control of Medical Device 
Exporting  

#Medical Device 
On 1st April 2020, China National Medical Products Administration, Ministry of Commerce, and  General Administration 
of Customs together made notice, said that “ In order to support the world to fight against Covid-19 and ensure good 
product quality and safety and orderly export of medical supplies, Chinese enterprises that export testing kits of 
coronavirus, medical face masks, medical protective clothes, respirators, infrared thermometers, should provide a 
written or electronic declaration when declaring to customs since April 1,2020. This written or electronic declaration is 
a commitment that the enterprise has obtained the registration certificate for medical device, and the product it has 
manufactured is up to the requirements of standards of importing countries. The General Administration Customs shall 
examine and release the products in accordance with the registration certificate approved by National Medical Products 
Administration. The above-mentioned measure should be adjusted in line with changes of the epidemic.” 
 
 http://www.mofcom.gov.cn/article/b/e/202003/20200302950371.shtml 

Which means that the products exported from China to EU, firstly need to comply with Chinese standards, which make 
the comparison even more important. 

 
SESEC Observation on the Administrative Measures for Mandatory 
National Standards  
#Horizontal #Mandatory Standards

The Administrative Measures for Mandatory National 
Standards of China (herein after referred to as the 
Measures) has been released in January 2020 and will be 
implemented on June 1, 2020. As a supporting document 
of the Standardization Law, it has significant impact on 
market access and the participation of overseas 
stakeholders in the development of China’s mandatory 
national standards. 
 
The release of the Measures indicates China’s positive 
attitude towards improving the administration of 
mandatory national standards. From matters in this 
document, such as the adoption of international 
standards, timely external notifications, the transition 
from old to new standards, and the participation of 
foreign-invested enterprises in the development of 
mandatory national standards, we can see that the 
Chinese government values feedback from overseas 
stakeholders. These improvements facilitate the 

standardization work in China to go international, and 
reduce unnecessary technical trade barriers. At the same 
time, however, we also notice some problems in wording 
and practice, which are stated below. 
 
1. The Openness and Transparency of Procedures 
 

The Measures states that “social groups, enterprises and 
institutions, as well as citizens, may put forward 
proposals for the project initiation of mandatory national 
standards”. But it is the administrative department of 
standardization under the State Council who study and 
decide with the relevant administrative department 
under the State Council which one is necessary for 
establishing a project. Taking into account the huge 
impact of mandatory national standards on enterprises 
and industries, extensive consultation during project 
initiation helps to preserve the fairness and openness of 
the project. In addition, processing of the collected 

2. 

3. 

https://www.sesec.eu/comparison-of-standards-for-medical-protection-products-between-china-and-europe-by-sac/gb-t-24787-2009-single-use-non-sterile-rubber-surgical-gloves/
https://www.sesec.eu/comparison-of-standards-for-medical-protection-products-between-china-and-europe-by-sac/gb-t-32610-2016-technical-specification-of-daily-protective-mask/
https://www.sesec.eu/comparison-of-standards-for-medical-protection-products-between-china-and-europe-by-sac/yy-0469-2011-surgical-mask/
http://www.mofcom.gov.cn/article/b/e/202003/20200302950371.shtml
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comments should also adhere to the principle of fairness 
and transparency. 
 
2.  Fair Participation of Foreign-invested Enterprises 
 

The Measures specifies that the fair participation of 
foreign-invested enterprises in the development of 
mandatory national standards should be guaranteed. In 
reality, however, there are many cases in which these 
companies are excluded due to various reasons. So a 
policy or regulation should be developed to ensure the 
implementation of this provision. 
 
3. Transition Period 
 
In the Measures, great attention has been attached to 
the issue of transition period in the development of 
mandatory national standards. Nevertheless, the 
Measures fails to make it clear how to deal with the old 
and new standards during the transition period, which 
may lead to many problems in the implementation phase. 
 
4. WTO Notification 
 
According to the regulations of the WTO, all mandatory 
national standards need to be notified to member states 
in accordance with WTO procedures, but the Measures 
states that only mandatory national standards with 
“significant impact” are to be notified, which fails to 
comply with the WTO rules. And there is no way to 
measure “significant impact”. 
 
5. Adoption of Standards 
 

As the Measures specifies, “The adoption of international 
standards should conform to national conditions”. But 
what or how international standards are to be converted 
is not explained explicitly. And new trade barriers will be 
created if international standards are to be adopted with 
modification, which in turn affects fair competition. 
Another problem that arises when adopting international 
standards is the provision that states “The full text of 
mandatory national standards is disclosed to the public 
for free”. In general, international standards have clear 
policies for copyright protection. If mandatory national 
standards adopted from international standards were 
disclosed for free, then encouraging the adoption of 
international standards would go against the copyright of 
international standards. 
 
6. Implementation 
 
Any regulation will meet with many specific problems 
when being implemented. The method of issuing 
“detailed explanations for standards” provided in the 
Measures fails to respond to the problems of enterprises 
and industries in time. Therefore, specific measures 
should be developed to explain standards for enterprises 
and clarify any issues in the application of standards. 
Then there will always be a way to follow for the drafting 
departments and relevant parties. 
 
All in all, the development and release of the Measures 
are a huge leap in the standardization reform, 
representing China’s efforts on moving towards 
international rules. Still, a large number of problems 
remain to be solved but we are expecting future policies 
and regulations to deal with those problems. 

 
China Published the New Version Measures for the Administration of 
Local Standards 
#SAMR #Standards Policy

In January 2020, the State Administration for Market 
Regulation (SAMR) published the Measures for the 
Administration of Local Standards (2020). These 
Measures apply to the development, supervision, and 
administration of local standards. Local standards, as 
voluntary standards, shall be developed for the purpose 
of meeting local natural conditions, customs and other 
special technical requirements in the agricultural, 
industrial, and service sectors as well as social 
undertakings and other fields. The technical 
requirements of local standards shall not be lower than 
the relevant technical requirements of compulsory 
national standards.  

Regulators of local standards:  

• SAC is in charge of guiding, coordinating, and 
supervising the development of local standards and 
the administration thereof nationwide. 

• Provincial administrative departments of 
standardization shall organize standardization 
technical committees to undertake the drafting and 
technical review of local standards.  

• The administrative departments of standardization 
at the districted city level shall give play to the role 
of standardization technical committees in 
undertaking the drafting and technical review of 
local standards. 

4. 
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Where no standardization technical committee is 
organized, an expert group will be formed to undertake 
the drafting and technical review of local standards. 

 

Background:  

Since the old version of the Measures for the 
Administration of Local Standards, which was published 
in 1990, cannot meet the requirement of the 
development of Chinese standardization, SAMR 

reviewed the old version Measures. Besides, the new 
Standardization Law reviewed the related articles and 
requirement of local standards, it is necessary to 
reviewing the old Measures to support the new 
Standardization Law.  

The new Measures aims at offering new guidance and 
rules for deepening work on the standardization reform. 
New content added including detailed information on the 
application and supervision of local standards.

SAMR Published Its 2020 Legislation Plan 
#SAMR #Standards Policies
In March 2020, the State Administration for Market Regulation (SAMR) published the 2020 Legislation Plan of 

SAMR. The Legislation Plan includes 55 laws, regulations, and department rules, all of which are listed below. Standards 
and CCC-related regulations and rules include: 

• Measures for the Administration of National Standards 

• Measures for the Administration of National Standard Samples 

• Measures for the Administration of Enterprise Standards 

• Measures for the Supervision and Administration of Inspection and Testing Institutions 

• Compulsory Product Certification Management Regulations 
 

Laws and Regulations 

1 Antitrust Law of the People's Republic of China 

2 Product Quality Law of the People's Republic of China 

3 Commercial Registration Regulations 

4 Market Supervision Office Regulations 

5 Regulations of the People's Republic of China on Certification and Accreditation 

6 Regulations for the Implementation of the Drug Administration Law of the People's Republic of China 

7 Regulation for the Implementation of the Patent Law of the People's Republic of China 

 

Department Rules 

First category of legislative projects 

No. Rules 

8 Implementation Measures for Registration of Enterprise Names 

9 Provisional Regulations for Centralized Review of Operators 

10 Certain Provisions Prohibiting Infringement of Trade Secrets 

11 Rules on Clear-listing and Prohibiting Price Fraud 

12 Measures for the Supervision and Administration of Network Transactions 

13 China Quality Award Management Measures 

5. 
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14 Provisions on Liability for Repair, Replacement and Returns of Car Products 

15 Regulations on Environmental Protection for the Recall of Motor Vehicles 

16 Measures for Quality and Safety Supervision and Management of Food Related Products 

17 Measures for the Supervision and Inspection of Food Production and Operations 

18 Measures for the Supervision and Management of Food Labels 

19 Measures for the Supervision and Administration of Marketing of Edible Agricultural Products 

20 Measures for Administering the Registration of Formulas for Infant Milk Powder Formula Products 

21 Measures for On-site Safety Supervision and Inspection of Special Equipment 

22 Measures for the Administration of Measurement and Calibration 

23 Measures for the Administration of National Standards 

24 Measures for the Administration of National Standard Samples 

25 Measures for the Administration of Enterprise Standards 

26 Measures for the Supervision and Administration of Inspection and Testing Institutions 

27 Measures for the Administration of Drug Registration 

28 Measures for the Supervision and Administration of Drug Production 

29 Measures for the Supervision and Administration of Drug Operation 

30 Measures for the Administration of Batch Issuance of Biological Products 

31 Measures for the Supervision and Administration of Internet Drug Sales 

32 Measures for the Administration of Cosmetic Registration 

33 Measures for the Administration of Cosmetic Labels 

34 Measures for the Supervision and Administration of Cosmetics Production and Operation 

35 Measures for the Supervision and Administration of Toothpaste 

36 Measures for the Administration of Trademark Agency 

37 Regulations for the Protection of Geographical Indication Product 

38 Measures for the Protection of Official Logos 

Second category of legislative projects 

39 Measures for the Spot Check of Enterprises' Public Information (Trial) 

40 Measures for the Administration of the List of Abnormal Business Operations (Trial) 

41 Interim Measures for the Annual Report of Individual Businesses 

42 Interim Measures for Publicizing Annual Reports of Farmers' Professional Cooperatives 
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43 Provisional Regulations on the Publicity of Administrative Penalty Information for Industry and Commerce 

44 
Certain Provisions on the Prohibition of Counterfeiting Unique Names, Packagings and Decorations of Well-

known Goods 

45 Interim Measures for the Management of Internet Advertising 

46 Measures for Administering the Registration of Formula Foods for Special Medical Purposes 

47 Compulsory Product Certification Management Regulations 

48 Measures for Administering the Registration of Medical Devices 

49 Measures for Administering the Registration of In vitro Diagnostic Reagents 

50 Measures for the Supervision and Administration of Medical Device Production 

51 Measures for the Supervision and Administration of Medical Device Operations 

52 Measures for the Management and Monitoring of Adverse Events in Medical Devices 

53 Measures for the Supervision and Management of the Quality of Medical Devices 

54 Regulations on the Recognition and Protection of Well-known Trademarks 

55 Measures for the Registration and Administration of Collective Marks and Certification Marks 

 

 
China Published New English Versions of Railway Sector Standards  
#Sector Standards 
On March 11, 2020, the National Railway Administration released six English versions of railway sector standards: 

 

The 3 standards on EMC/DMC vocabulary are significant standards that stipulate the basic vocabulary of EMC/DMC, the 
vocabulary used in testing; and the terms, English expressions and definitions of the vocabulary used in each part and 
system, which all play an important role in unifying the words used in EMC/DMC design, manufacturing, application and 
maintenance. 
Types and Basic Dimensions of Wheelset and Bearing for Railway Vehicle integrates the design parameters and 
manufacturing technical requirements of domestic and imported products of railway passenger cars and freight cars. 

Rails Part 3: Specification for Compromise Rails not only meets the actual needs of the development of high-speed and 
heavy-haul railways in China, but it is also in line with the international advanced railway standards. 

33kg/m Channel for Guardrails provides technical support for the design, manufacturing, product inspection and quality 
supervision of the steel channel. 

The six English versions of the railway standards have been officially published by China Railway Publishing House, which 
plays an important role in the translation work of the China railway technical standards system. The release of the six 

6. 
No. English Name of the Sector Standard Standard Code 

1 EMC/DMC Vocabulary-Part 1: Basic Vocabulary TB/T 3453.1-2016 

2 EMC/DMC Vocabulary-Part 2: Test TB/T 3453.2-2016 

3 EMC/DMC Vocabulary-Part 3: Parts and System TB/T 3453.3-2016 

4 Types and Basic Dimensions of Wheelset and Bearing for Railway Vehicle TB/T 1010-2016 

5 Rails Part 3: Specification for Compromise Rails TB/T 2344.3-2018 

6 33kg/m Channel for Guardrails TB/T 3110-2018 
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standards is of great significance for promoting the internationalization of China railway standards, the construction of 
the “Belt and Road Initiative” service and the “going global” of China railway. 

 
SAMR and SAC Published 20 Important National Standards
#SAMR #SAC 
 

On March 13, 2020, SAMR and SAC published 20 important national standards mainly on health protection and disaster 
management, which are closely related to epidemic prevention and control products, such as disinfectants, isolation 
gowns and emergency supplies. These standards also involve many areas related to people’s livelihood. 
 

No. Area Standard Code Standard Name Content 

1 Health 
Protection 

GB/T 38496-
2020 

Toxicological procedures and methods 
of safety evaluation for disinfectants 

The safety, stability, metal 
corrosiveness and disinfection 
effect of disinfectant products, 
and the production conditions 
of disinfectant manufacturers. 

2 GB/T 38497-
2020 

Evaluation method of endoscopic 
disinfection effects 

3 GB/T 38498-
2020 

Evaluation method for determining 
metal corrosion of disinfectants 

4 GB/T 38499-
2020 

Evaluation method for stability of 
disinfectants 

5 GB/T 38502-
2020 

Test method for bactericidal effect of 
disinfectant in laboratories 

6 GB/T 38503-
2020 

Good manufacturing practice for 
disinfectants 

7 GB/T 38504-
2020 

Evaluation method of disinfection 
effect of spray disinfectants 

8 GB/T 38462-
2020 

Textiles－Nonwoven fabrics for 

isolation gowns 

The examination of the main 
raw materials that determine 
the protective performance of 
isolation gowns. 

9 Disaster 
Management 

GB/T 38565-
2020 

Classification and code of emergency 
supplies 

Detailed specifications of coding 
principles and methods for 
emergency supplies. 

10 Ecological 
Environment 

GB/T 38549-
2020 

Specifications for management and 
maintenance of rural (village) rivers 

Guidance of standardized 
management of rural rivers in 
view of the phenomenon that 
there are more blind areas and 
the effect is not obvious in the 
rural river canal protection. 

11 GB/T 38582-
2020 

Specifications for assessment of forest 
ecosystem services 

The unification of the indicator 
system and method of forest 
ecosystem service assessment. 

12 Transport GB/T 38528-
2020 

Evaluating impact resistance for 
passenger car tires 

The impact resistance 
evaluation of different series of 
tires. 

13 GB/T 38529-
2020 

Requirements of concentration limits 
for restricted substances in tires 

Restricted substances, and raw 
materials that should not be 
used in rubber tires. 

14 Management 
Systems 

GB/T 45001-
2020 

Occupational health and safety 
management systems—Requirements 
with guidance for use 

The advanced and systematic 
scientific management 
technology and methods. 

15 Social 
Services 

GB/T 38550-
2020 

Specifications for operation service of 
urban utility tunnels 

The content and quality 
requirements of operation 

7. 
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services, with the integration of 
intelligent technology 
applications such as cloud 
computing and big data 
analysis. 

16 GB/T 38547-
2020 

Tourism and vacation rental 
apartments—Basic requirements 

Standardized and scientific 
management level of the 
tourism and vacation apartment 
rental industry. 

17 Shipping 
Industry 

GB/T 38520-
2020 

Marine cryogenic breakaway coupling Basis and guidance for product 
type approval. 

18 Furniture GB/T 38466-
2020 

General technical requirements for 
rattan furniture 

Terms and definitions, product 
classification, requirements, 
test methods, inspection rules 
and marks, instructions, 
packaging, transportation, 
storage of the product. 

19 GB/T 38467-
2020 

Technical specifications of modified 
wood for furniture 

20 Gas-burning 
Appliances 

GB/T 38522-
2020 

Outdoor gas-burning appliances 

 

These standards can guide the healthy and orderly development of their respective industries. 

Standards on health protection and disaster management ensure the effective handling of public health emergencies, 
ensure safety, and form a comprehensive emergency plan system in disaster response through standardization. 

Standards on ecological environment improve the system of standards for agriculture and rural areas, improve the rural 
ecological environment, and provide quantitative support for China’s sustainable development and ecological 
environment. 
Standards on transport, shipping industry, furniture, and gas-burning appliances provide technical basis for 
manufacturing, research and development, and promote product quality and technical development. 

Standards on management systems and social services improve the occupational health and safety management level of 
organizations, reduce cities’ operational costs, and guide the healthy development of industries. 

 
SAMR Notified WTO about 11 Mandatory National Standards  
#Horizontal #SAMR 
On March 13, 2020, SAMR (State Administration for Market Regulation) (Standardization Administration of the 

P.R.C.) notified WTO about 11 mandatory national standards. 
 

No. Standard Name1 Content 

1 Minimum Allowable Values of Energy 
Efficiency and Values of Efficiency Grades 
for Motors 

Energy efficiency grade, minimum allowable values of energy 
efficiency and test method of three-phase asynchronous motor, 
single-phase asynchronous motor and air conditioner fan 
motor. 

2 Minimum Allowable Values of Energy 
Efficiency and the Energy Efficiency Grades 
for Power Transformers 

Minimum allowable values of energy efficiency, energy 
efficiency grade and test method of three-phase power 
transformer. 

3 Minimum Allowable Values of Energy 
Efficiency and Energy Efficiency Grades of 
Industrial Boilers 

Minimum allowable values of energy efficiency, energy 
efficiency grade and test method of industrial boiler products. 

 
 
1 The link will directly lead to the notification detail including the full notification text form. 

8. 

https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/tbt/en/search/?tbtaction=search.detail&Country_ID=CHN&num=1403&dspLang=en&basdatedeb=&basdatefin=&baspays=&basnotifnum=1403&basnotifnum2=&bastypepays=&baskeywords
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/tbt/en/search/?tbtaction=search.detail&Country_ID=CHN&num=1403&dspLang=en&basdatedeb=&basdatefin=&baspays=&basnotifnum=1403&basnotifnum2=&bastypepays=&baskeywords
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/tbt/en/search/?tbtaction=search.detail&Country_ID=CHN&num=1403&dspLang=en&basdatedeb=&basdatefin=&baspays=&basnotifnum=1403&basnotifnum2=&bastypepays=&baskeywords
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/tbt/en/search/?tbtaction=search.detail&Country_id=CHN&num=1404&dspLang=EN&basdatedeb=&basdatefin=&baspays=HUN&basnotifnum=30&basnotifnum2=&bastypepays=&baskeywords=&CFID=59779&CFTOKEN=b9ad92eacc7b2593-37152567-0D39-E1AB-14F75CAD3621A9AC
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/tbt/en/search/?tbtaction=search.detail&Country_id=CHN&num=1404&dspLang=EN&basdatedeb=&basdatefin=&baspays=HUN&basnotifnum=30&basnotifnum2=&bastypepays=&baskeywords=&CFID=59779&CFTOKEN=b9ad92eacc7b2593-37152567-0D39-E1AB-14F75CAD3621A9AC
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/tbt/en/search/?tbtaction=search.detail&Country_id=CHN&num=1404&dspLang=EN&basdatedeb=&basdatefin=&baspays=HUN&basnotifnum=30&basnotifnum2=&bastypepays=&baskeywords=&CFID=59779&CFTOKEN=b9ad92eacc7b2593-37152567-0D39-E1AB-14F75CAD3621A9AC
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/tbt/en/search/?tbtaction=search.detail&Country_id=CHN&num=1405&dspLang=EN&basdatedeb=&basdatefin=&baspays=HUN&basnotifnum=30&basnotifnum2=&bastypepays=&baskeywords=&CFID=59779&CFTOKEN=b9ad92eacc7b2593-37152567-0D39-E1AB-14F75CAD3621A9AC
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/tbt/en/search/?tbtaction=search.detail&Country_id=CHN&num=1405&dspLang=EN&basdatedeb=&basdatefin=&baspays=HUN&basnotifnum=30&basnotifnum2=&bastypepays=&baskeywords=&CFID=59779&CFTOKEN=b9ad92eacc7b2593-37152567-0D39-E1AB-14F75CAD3621A9AC
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/tbt/en/search/?tbtaction=search.detail&Country_id=CHN&num=1405&dspLang=EN&basdatedeb=&basdatefin=&baspays=HUN&basnotifnum=30&basnotifnum2=&bastypepays=&baskeywords=&CFID=59779&CFTOKEN=b9ad92eacc7b2593-37152567-0D39-E1AB-14F75CAD3621A9AC
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4 Beer bottles Terms and definitions, product classification, requirements, test 
methods, inspection rules, marks, packaging, transportation 
and storage of glass beer bottles. 

5 Minimum Allowable Values of Energy 
Efficiency and Energy Efficiency Grades for 
Flat Panel Televisions and Set-top Boxes 

Energy efficiency grade, minimum allowable values of energy 
efficiency and test method of flat panel televisions and general 
purpose set-top boxes. 

6 Plastics Collapsible Containers for Human 
Blood and Blood Components—Part 1: 
Conventional Containers 

Requirements (including performance requirements) for sealed 
and sterile plastic blood bags. 

7 Minimum Allowable Values of Energy 
Efficiency and Energy Efficiency Grades for 
Fan 

Energy efficiency grade, minimum allowable values of energy 
efficiency and test method of fans. 

8 Medical Electrical Equipment—Part 1: 
General Requirements for Basic Safety and 
Essential Performance 

General requirements for basic safety and basic performance of 
medical electrical equipment and medical electrical system. 

9 Medical Electrical Equipment—Part 2-5: 
Particular Requirements for the Basic 
Safety and Essential Performance of 
Ultrasonic Physiotherapy Equipment 

Basic safety and performance requirements of ultrasound 
physiotherapy equipment. 

10 Medical Electrical Equipment-Part 2-6: 
Particular Requirements for the Basic 
Safety and Essential Performance of 
Microwave Therapy Equipment 

Basic safety and performance requirements of microwave 
therapy equipment. 

11 Infant Feeding Bottles and Teats Terms, definitions, requirements, test methods, inspection 
rules, identification, transportation and storage of feeding 
bottles and teats. 

 

You can search for more details at the following addresses: 
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/tbt/en/ 
https://docs.wto.org/dol2fe/Pages/FE_Search/FE_S_S003.aspx 
 
Background: 
According to relevant WTO agreements, each member, when developing or revising the existing technical regulations, 
compulsory standards or conformity assessment procedures and measures, must submit a notification report to the WTO 
Secretariat 60 days before approval if the regulations, standards and measures are not consistent with the international 
standards or may have obvious influence to other member states. This is to give enterprises of other member states 
enough time to evaluate their profit and decide their business activities. Emergency TBT notifications may take place at 
the same time as the regulations, standards or measures enter into force without a period for comment from other 
member states, provided that the notification justifies the emergency measures. In addition to communication, the 
notification system also provides a platform for technical coordination. 

 
What Happened to the Enterprise Standards “Top Runners” Project in 
2019? 
#Enterprise Standards

With only 11 kinds of products and services in the priority fields, 2018 served as a trial year for the enterprise standards 
“Top Runners” project, while 2019 witnessed the rapid development of the whole system and the number of products 
and services in the priority fields rapidly increased to 100. In February of 2020, China National Institute of Standardization 
(CNIS) published the 2019 Annual Report on the Enterprise Standards “Top Runners” Project, the report gives readers a 
general view of the whole “Top Runners” project. 
 
How many enterprise standards have been disclosed until now?  

9. 

https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/tbt/en/search/?tbtaction=search.detail&Country_id=CHN&num=1406&dspLang=EN&basdatedeb=&basdatefin=&baspays=HUN&basnotifnum=30&basnotifnum2=&bastypepays=&baskeywords=&CFID=59779&CFTOKEN=b9ad92eacc7b2593-37152567-0D39-E1AB-14F75CAD3621A9AC
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/tbt/en/search/?tbtaction=search.detail&Country_id=CHN&num=1407&dspLang=EN&basdatedeb=&basdatefin=&baspays=HUN&basnotifnum=30&basnotifnum2=&bastypepays=&baskeywords=&CFID=59779&CFTOKEN=b9ad92eacc7b2593-37152567-0D39-E1AB-14F75CAD3621A9AC
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/tbt/en/search/?tbtaction=search.detail&Country_id=CHN&num=1407&dspLang=EN&basdatedeb=&basdatefin=&baspays=HUN&basnotifnum=30&basnotifnum2=&bastypepays=&baskeywords=&CFID=59779&CFTOKEN=b9ad92eacc7b2593-37152567-0D39-E1AB-14F75CAD3621A9AC
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/tbt/en/search/?tbtaction=search.detail&Country_id=CHN&num=1407&dspLang=EN&basdatedeb=&basdatefin=&baspays=HUN&basnotifnum=30&basnotifnum2=&bastypepays=&baskeywords=&CFID=59779&CFTOKEN=b9ad92eacc7b2593-37152567-0D39-E1AB-14F75CAD3621A9AC
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/tbt/en/search/?tbtaction=search.detail&Country_id=CHN&num=1408&dspLang=EN&basdatedeb=&basdatefin=&baspays=HUN&basnotifnum=30&basnotifnum2=&bastypepays=&baskeywords=&CFID=59779&CFTOKEN=b9ad92eacc7b2593-37152567-0D39-E1AB-14F75CAD3621A9AC
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/tbt/en/search/?tbtaction=search.detail&Country_id=CHN&num=1408&dspLang=EN&basdatedeb=&basdatefin=&baspays=HUN&basnotifnum=30&basnotifnum2=&bastypepays=&baskeywords=&CFID=59779&CFTOKEN=b9ad92eacc7b2593-37152567-0D39-E1AB-14F75CAD3621A9AC
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/tbt/en/search/?tbtaction=search.detail&Country_id=CHN&num=1408&dspLang=EN&basdatedeb=&basdatefin=&baspays=HUN&basnotifnum=30&basnotifnum2=&bastypepays=&baskeywords=&CFID=59779&CFTOKEN=b9ad92eacc7b2593-37152567-0D39-E1AB-14F75CAD3621A9AC
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/tbt/en/search/?tbtaction=search.detail&Country_id=CHN&num=1409&dspLang=EN&basdatedeb=&basdatefin=&baspays=HUN&basnotifnum=30&basnotifnum2=&bastypepays=&baskeywords=&CFID=59779&CFTOKEN=b9ad92eacc7b2593-37152567-0D39-E1AB-14F75CAD3621A9AC
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/tbt/en/search/?tbtaction=search.detail&Country_id=CHN&num=1409&dspLang=EN&basdatedeb=&basdatefin=&baspays=HUN&basnotifnum=30&basnotifnum2=&bastypepays=&baskeywords=&CFID=59779&CFTOKEN=b9ad92eacc7b2593-37152567-0D39-E1AB-14F75CAD3621A9AC
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/tbt/en/search/?tbtaction=search.detail&Country_id=CHN&num=1409&dspLang=EN&basdatedeb=&basdatefin=&baspays=HUN&basnotifnum=30&basnotifnum2=&bastypepays=&baskeywords=&CFID=59779&CFTOKEN=b9ad92eacc7b2593-37152567-0D39-E1AB-14F75CAD3621A9AC
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/tbt/en/search/?tbtaction=search.detail&Country_id=CHN&num=1410&dspLang=EN&basdatedeb=&basdatefin=&baspays=HUN&basnotifnum=30&basnotifnum2=&bastypepays=&baskeywords=&CFID=59779&CFTOKEN=b9ad92eacc7b2593-37152567-0D39-E1AB-14F75CAD3621A9AC
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/tbt/en/search/?tbtaction=search.detail&Country_id=CHN&num=1410&dspLang=EN&basdatedeb=&basdatefin=&baspays=HUN&basnotifnum=30&basnotifnum2=&bastypepays=&baskeywords=&CFID=59779&CFTOKEN=b9ad92eacc7b2593-37152567-0D39-E1AB-14F75CAD3621A9AC
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/tbt/en/search/?tbtaction=search.detail&Country_id=CHN&num=1410&dspLang=EN&basdatedeb=&basdatefin=&baspays=HUN&basnotifnum=30&basnotifnum2=&bastypepays=&baskeywords=&CFID=59779&CFTOKEN=b9ad92eacc7b2593-37152567-0D39-E1AB-14F75CAD3621A9AC
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/tbt/en/search/?tbtaction=search.detail&Country_id=CHN&num=1411&dspLang=EN&basdatedeb=&basdatefin=&baspays=HUN&basnotifnum=30&basnotifnum2=&bastypepays=&baskeywords=&CFID=59779&CFTOKEN=b9ad92eacc7b2593-37152567-0D39-E1AB-14F75CAD3621A9AC
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/tbt/en/search/?tbtaction=search.detail&Country_id=CHN&num=1411&dspLang=EN&basdatedeb=&basdatefin=&baspays=HUN&basnotifnum=30&basnotifnum2=&bastypepays=&baskeywords=&CFID=59779&CFTOKEN=b9ad92eacc7b2593-37152567-0D39-E1AB-14F75CAD3621A9AC
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/tbt/en/search/?tbtaction=search.detail&Country_id=CHN&num=1411&dspLang=EN&basdatedeb=&basdatefin=&baspays=HUN&basnotifnum=30&basnotifnum2=&bastypepays=&baskeywords=&CFID=59779&CFTOKEN=b9ad92eacc7b2593-37152567-0D39-E1AB-14F75CAD3621A9AC
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/tbt/en/search/?tbtaction=search.detail&Country_id=CHN&num=1411&dspLang=EN&basdatedeb=&basdatefin=&baspays=HUN&basnotifnum=30&basnotifnum2=&bastypepays=&baskeywords=&CFID=59779&CFTOKEN=b9ad92eacc7b2593-37152567-0D39-E1AB-14F75CAD3621A9AC
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/tbt/en/search/?tbtaction=search.detail&Country_id=CHN&num=1412&dspLang=EN&basdatedeb=&basdatefin=&baspays=HUN&basnotifnum=30&basnotifnum2=&bastypepays=&baskeywords=&CFID=59779&CFTOKEN=b9ad92eacc7b2593-37152567-0D39-E1AB-14F75CAD3621A9AC
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/tbt/en/search/?tbtaction=search.detail&Country_id=CHN&num=1412&dspLang=EN&basdatedeb=&basdatefin=&baspays=HUN&basnotifnum=30&basnotifnum2=&bastypepays=&baskeywords=&CFID=59779&CFTOKEN=b9ad92eacc7b2593-37152567-0D39-E1AB-14F75CAD3621A9AC
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/tbt/en/search/?tbtaction=search.detail&Country_id=CHN&num=1412&dspLang=EN&basdatedeb=&basdatefin=&baspays=HUN&basnotifnum=30&basnotifnum2=&bastypepays=&baskeywords=&CFID=59779&CFTOKEN=b9ad92eacc7b2593-37152567-0D39-E1AB-14F75CAD3621A9AC
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/tbt/en/search/?tbtaction=search.detail&Country_id=CHN&num=1412&dspLang=EN&basdatedeb=&basdatefin=&baspays=HUN&basnotifnum=30&basnotifnum2=&bastypepays=&baskeywords=&CFID=59779&CFTOKEN=b9ad92eacc7b2593-37152567-0D39-E1AB-14F75CAD3621A9AC
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/tbt/en/search/?tbtaction=search.detail&Country_id=CHN&num=1413&dspLang=EN&basdatedeb=&basdatefin=&baspays=HUN&basnotifnum=30&basnotifnum2=&bastypepays=&baskeywords=&CFID=59779&CFTOKEN=b9ad92eacc7b2593-37152567-0D39-E1AB-14F75CAD3621A9AC
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/tbt/en/
https://docs.wto.org/dol2fe/Pages/FE_Search/FE_S_S003.aspx
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The Standardization Law of China encourages the public disclosure of enterprise standards through the Standard 
Information Public Service Platform. The “Top Runners” project is based on the disclosure and supervision of the 
enterprise standards for products and services. The enterprise standards in the “Top Runners” project all come from the 
enterprise standards published on the Enterprise Standard Information Public Service Platform. Figure 1 provides a 
general overview of the Chinese enterprise standards disclosure since 2015. By the end of 2019, 1,269,722 enterprise 
standards have been disclosed by the enterprises. 
 

 
How is the “Top Runners” project carried out? 
Normally there are four steps in the “Top Runners” project. First, the priority fields of the “Top Runners” project are 
decided by the relevant government departments. Then, to carry out the assessment of all the enterprise standards, 
CNIS collects the names of the third-party assessment agencies. The agencies chosen are in charge of establishing the 
assessment mechanisms and carrying out the assessment process of the enterprise standards. After the assessment, the 
list of “Top Runners” is published. 
 
How many third-party assessment agencies were involved in the 2019 “Top Runners” project? 
In 2019, more than 180 assessment agencies registered on the platform, and 415 assessment plans had been uploaded. 
CNIS organized an experts group which reviewed all of the assessment plans and published the final list with 91 
assessment agencies and 124 assessment plans. 58 kinds of products or services were jointly assessed by more than one 
assessment agency, 34 were assessed by one assessment agency and 8 kinds of products or services did not have any 
assessment plan. See Figure 2. 
 

 

How many enterprise standards were elected to be the “Top Runners”? 
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FIGURE 1 NUMBERS OF CHINESE ENTERPRISE, ENTERPRISE STANDARDS, 

AND PRODUCTS ON THE PLATFORM
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In 2019, 2436 enterprise standards of 2100 enterprises took part in the “Top Runners” assessment, and 317 standards 
were elected as the “Top Runners” standards. Figure 3 shows the distribution of those “Top Runners” standards in 
different fields. 

 

Why enterprises run for the “Top Runners” project? 
Supportive and incentive policies for enterprise standard “Top Runners” have been published in 22 provinces and cities. 
For example, Chinese local governments encourage and support financial institutions to increase credit support for the 
enterprise standards “Top Runners”; priority is given to the “Top Runners” enterprises during public procurement. 
Meanwhile, local governments also encourage e-commerce, large department stores and other enterprises to actively 
adopt and trust the evaluation results of the enterprise standards “Top Runners”. Different local governments might 
publish different supportive and incentive policies, which will definitely help “Top Runners” enterprises in fundraising 
and selling their products to the market.  
 
Background: 
Enterprise standards, as the market-driven standards in the Chinese standards system, are aimed at increasing 
competitiveness. To achieve this goal and to further foster the development of enterprise standards with higher 
technological requirements, China launched the Enterprise Standards “Top Runners” project in 2017. Enterprise 
standards “Top Runners” refer to enterprises with higher-level core indicators of their products or services than other 
candidate enterprises. 
The “Top Runners” project is under the guidance of the State Administration for Market Regulation (SAMR) and the 
Standardization Administration of China (SAC). At the same time, the responsibilities to organize and coordinate related 
work are taken by CNIS.

 
Main Points of National Standardization Work for China in 2020 
#Horizontal #SAC
 

In March 2020, SAC issued the Main Points of National Standardisation Work for China in 2020. From the top-design of 
the standardisation strategy to the detailed contents of standards development and management, the document 
introduced all the key tasks of the 2020 standardization work for China.  

In 2020, China will continue participating in the international standardisation work, actively fulfil its responsibilities as a 
permanent member of ISO and IEC, and provide service support for the IEC chairman to perform his duties. Besides, 
China will propose Chinese solutions in the improvement of governance capabilities of international standardisation 
organizations.  

10. 
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For the horizontal fields, China will participate in the discussions and decision-makings of international standardisation 
organisations in the fields of sustainable development, standardisation participation of developing countries, regional 
balance, and technical rulemaking.  

In terms of promoting development and consultation of international standards, the key sectors of the 2020 international 
cooperation of China will focus on new energy, new materials, quantum computing, digital twins, intelligent 
manufacturing, industrial construction and engineering construction. China will accelerate the conversion of its 
advantageous technical standards into international standards, and at the same time promote the release of Chinese 
versions of ISO and IEC standards.  
For more information about the Main Points of National Standardisation Work for China in 2020, please see the English 
version of the document which was translated by the SESEC project. This document is translated as a supporting material. 
No warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied, is made as to its accuracy, correctness, or reliability. Only the 
original official version should prevail as a source of reference.  
 
The outline of the Main Points: 
https://www.sesec.eu/main-points-of-national-standardisation-work-for-china-in-2020/ 
The EN version of the Main Points: 
https://www.sesec.eu/app/uploads/2020/04/Main-Points-of-National-Standardisation-Work-in-2020.pdf 

 
 

 
Data Updates of China’s Standards 

#Horizontal 

SESEC has always been following up the standardization reform in China. Every once in a while, SESEC will collect and 
sort out the data of six types of Chinese standards, namely, mandatory national standards, recommended national 
standards, sector standards, local standards, association standards, and enterprise standards, and observe their latest 
development. The following progress from November 2019 to March 2020 has been observed. 
 

Key Legal and Policy Updates 
 
Government-led standards  
Three Measures, Measures for the Administration of Mandatory National Standards, Measures of MIIT for Industry 
Standards (Draft for Comment), and Measures of the Professional Standardization Technical Committee of MIIT (Draft 
for Comment), have been published, with the first to be implemented in June 1, 2020. 
Measures for the Administration of Local Standards was approved in December 2019, released in January 16, 2020 and 
implemented in March 1, 2020. 
 
Association standards 
A policy, Notice of the General Office of MIIT on the Application of 100 Association Standards Demonstration Projects in 
2019, has been released to facilitate the development of association standards.  
 
Enterprise standards 
SAMR has released Key Areas for Implementing Enterprise Standards “Top Runners” System in 2019, identifying 100 
products for 2019. 
 

Key Legal and Policy Updates         November 2019 – March 2020 

Association standards Notice of the General Office of MIIT on the Application of 100 Association Standard 
Demonstration Projects in 2019 

11. 
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Government-led 
standards 

Measures for the Administration of Mandatory National Standards; 
Measures of MIIT for Industry Standard (Draft for Comment) ; 
Measures of the Professional Standardization Technical Committee of MIIT (Draft for 
Comment)” 

Enterprise standards Key Areas for Implementing Enterprise Standard “Top Runners” System in 2019 

Local standards Measures for the Administration of Local Standards  

 
Statistics and Observations 
 
Government standards 
There is a decline in the number of government standards. According to the data presented in the National Standards 
Information Public Service Platform and the MIIT Standards Information Platform, there are at present 2100 mandatory 
national standards, 35,287 voluntary national standards, 66,549 sector standards in China’s standards system. SAMR 
provides national platforms with information regarding national standards and voluntary sector standards respectively. 
Although MIIT’s standards platform is available now, it does not include all MIIT sector standards yet. 
There are 43,787 local standards registered in the Local Standards Information Platform. Many of those local standards 
focus on local management and livelihood requirements. Take Beijing for example, by December 2019, Beijing had 
published 2365 local standards; 282 local standards have been released in the past half year, most of which concern city 
construction and green production, including energy saving, transport, etc.  
 
Association standards 
Association standards kept rapidly growing with the support of government policy. A total of 3116 social organizations 
have been registered on the National Association Standards Information Platform, that is an increase of 8%; 13,374 
standards have been published, growing by 20%; and 5095 standards published disclose their full contents, an increase 
of 31%. 
In addition, 129 association standards have been added into the list of green design product standards by MIIT. These 
standards can apply for green product certification. 
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Enterprise standards 
Statistics for enterprise standards are no longer available. Not fully capable of dealing with such a large amount of 
information, the Enterprise Standards Information Platform allows restricted searching only. 15 standards are shown on 
the website if visitors search with key words, but information about the enterprise, the standard and the product, as well 
as the self-declaration of the enterprise can only be found when searching for a specific standard.  
The Enterprise Standards “Top Runners” Alliance has been established, aiming to foster “Top Runner” enterprises, 
propose 3rd party assessment bodies, promote “Top Runner” products and increase its competitiveness as well as to 
promote the “Top Runners” system. Related supportive and incentive policies are provided in 12 provinces. For more 
details, see https://www.sesec.eu/supportive-and-incentive-policies-for-enterprise-standard-top-runners-in-12-
provinces-municipalities-and-autonomous-regions/ 
 
China in international standardization 
Despite the number of mandatory national standards declining, China is now more active in international standardization. 
This can be seen by the publishing of 580 Chinese national standards in foreign language versions, the occupation of 70 
Chinese chairs/vice-chairs in ISO/IEC technical committees/sub-committees/working groups, the establishment of 87 
ISO/IEC secretariats in China, and the launch of 583 China-led ISO/IEC standards/projects. 
 

Progress in International Standardization 

580 Chinese national standards in foreign language versions 

70 Chinese chairs/vice-chairs in ISO/IEC technical committees/sub-committees/working groups 

87 ISO/IEC secretariats in China 

583 China-led ISO/IEC standards/projects 

 
  

https://www.sesec.eu/supportive-and-incentive-policies-for-enterprise-standard-top-runners-in-12-provinces-municipalities-and-autonomous-regions/
https://www.sesec.eu/supportive-and-incentive-policies-for-enterprise-standard-top-runners-in-12-provinces-municipalities-and-autonomous-regions/
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Cybersecurity 
 

Guidance of the Classification of Industry Data  
#MIIT #Regulation 
On February 27, the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology issued the Industrial Data Classification 

Guide (Trial) as a supporting document for carrying out the cybersecurity protection of industrial control systems. It is 
also an important step to improve the industrial data governance system. MIIT published the Guide to help enterprises 
classify their industrial data, improve enterprises’ data management capabilities, and promote the use, flow, and sharing 
of industrial data.  
Industrial data refers to data generated and applied throughout the life cycle of products and services in the industrial 
field, including but not limited to data generated and used by industrial enterprises in research, design, manufacturing, 
operation management, and maintenance. It also includes the data generated and used by industrial internet platform 
companies in the process of equipment access, platform operation, and industrial applications. Adding industrial internet 
platform companies to the industrial data governance system is a new step.  
 
Content of the Guide: 
The Guide consists of 4 chapters and 16 articles. The main contents include: 
Chapter 1 - General Principles of the Guide. This chapter elaborates the purpose and basis of the Guide, proposing the 
concepts of industrial data, and clarifying the scope and principles of the Guide.  
Chapter 2 - Classification of Industrial Data. Companies should form a classified list of industrial data based on the actual 
conditions such as industry requirements, business scale, and data complexity.  
Chapter 3 - Levels of Industrial Data. According to the potential impact of each type of industrial data being tampered, 
destroyed, leaked or illegally used, companies should divide the data into 3 levels. 
Chapter 4 - Hierarchical Management of Industrial Data. Includes the responsibility of different regulators and 
enterprises during the classification and protection of industrial data.  
 
Background:  
According to the Big Data Industry Development Plan (2016-2020), a top-level regulation on data management that was 
published by MIIT in 2016, classification protection is a key working point of industrial data governance. After the Plan 
was published, the Chinese government published more regulations and standards to support the development of the 
classification and protection of industrial data. 

The Information Security Protection Guide for Industrial Control Systems, which was published by MIIT in 2016, is used 
to support the Development Plan and to carry out the security protection of industrial control systems.  

In 2018, the Information Technology Standardization Technical Committee of China (SAC/TC 28) published GB/T 36073-
2018 Data management capability maturity assessment model. This standard makes the classification of industrial data 
become a basic requirement for data management capabilities level 2 (managed level) to level 5 (optimized level). 
 
As mentioned above, the Industrial Data Classification Guide is the latest step of carrying out the industrial data 
classification protection. The document puts forward 16 guidance opinions on the concept of industrial data, the 
classification and grading methods of industrial data, and the differences in management. It points out the direction for 
improving industrial data management capabilities and offers strong operable ways for enterprises to protect their 
industrial data. 
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SAC/TC260 Published Its List of Key Working Tasks for 2020 
#SAC/TC260 #Cyber Security #Horizontal 
In March 2020, the National Information Security Standardization Technical Committee (TC260) published 

its List of Key Working Tasks for 2020, which are outlined below.  
1. Develop new cybersecurity national standards to improve the National Cybersecurity Standardization System. The 

development work will focus on the cybersecurity standards which are important and urgently needed by the market. 
The standards include: 

• Basic requirements for security protection of critical information infrastructure 

• Technical security requirements for critical network equipment 

• General requirements for network security products 

• Data classification standards 

• Identification of important data standards 

• Network platform data security standards (including online car booking, online payment, online shopping, instant 
communication, express logistics, online broadcasting, etc.) 

• Personal information security standards for apps 

• Identification of critical information infrastructure standards 

• Network security situational awareness evaluation indicators 

• Network security situational awareness evaluation capability requirements 

• Cybersecurity information sharing standards 

• Information technology product supply chain security standards 

• Network security audit standards 
 
In addition to the horizontal cybersecurity standards, TC260 will also develop security standards for vertical sectors like 
5G security, artificial intelligence security, IoT security, blockchain security, edge computing security, etc.  
25 national standards and 4 white papers will be published in 2020. The detailed information about the standards and 
white papers were not mentioned in the list.  

 
2. Set up application pilots of cybersecurity standards in different cities to evaluate the effectiveness of the 

implementation of cybersecurity standards. 
 

3. Participate in international cybersecurity standardization. 
A new working group will be established under TC260. The new working group will focus on the work for project 
proposals of international standards for data security.  
Improve the China-Germany cybersecurity standardization cooperation in 5G, artificial intelligence, and data security, 
etc. 
Improve cooperation in cybersecurity standardization with countries in the Belt and Road Initiative. 

 
4. Shorten the standard development cycle to within 2 years.  

 
5. Prepare for the transition of committee members. 

 
China Publishes New Rules on Testing and Certification of 
Commercial Cryptography 
#SAMR #Certification

To support the building of the commercial cryptography testing and certification system, the State Administration for 
Market Regulation (SAMR) and the State Cryptography Administration (SCA) put forward the implementation opinions 
on the testing and certification of commercial cryptography in February of 2020. The Opinions are based on the Product 
Quality Law of China, Cryptography Law of China, and the Regulations of China on Certification and Accreditation. 
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According to the Opinions, a certification catalogue of commercial cryptography, which includes all of the cryptography 
products that need to get certification before sold, will be jointly issued by SAMR and SCA. 
Rules for the certification of commercial cryptography will be released by SAMR. 
The Technical Committee for Commercial Cryptography Certification will be set up by SAMR and SCA, intending to co-
ordinately solve technical problems in the process of certification and provide technical support and suggestions for 
SAMR and SAC. 
 
Background: 
The Cryptography Law was published by the State Council in 2019 and came into force on January 2020, it is the first law 
in China for cryptography administration. The Cryptography Law has only 44 provisions which are largely principles in 
nature, but it has a close connection with laws, regulations, and ministerial measures of other fields like cybersecurity. 
The Cryptography Law for the first time has divided cryptography into three levels, being core cryptography, normal 
cryptography, and commercial cryptography. Among them, core cryptography and normal cryptography are used for 
protecting state secrets; citizens and companies are allowed to use commercial cryptography to protect information 
other than state secrets. 
 
Regulators in cryptography: 

• The State Cryptography Administration (SCA) leads the cryptography work of China, and is in charge of developing 
major guidelines and policies on national cryptography work. 

• Local cryptography administrative authorities are responsible for administrating the cryptography work in their 
respective administrative areas. 

 
What changes have taken place in the management of commercial cryptography products since the implementation 
of the Cryptography Law? 
According to Articles 25 and 26 of the Cryptography Law, the management of commercial cryptography products will be 
changed from administrative approval to testing and certification. Varieties and models of commercial cryptography 
products are no longer needed to be approved by SCA. SAMR, together with SCA, will establish a unified national 
certification system for commercial cryptography, adopting measures to support and encourage the certification of 
commercial cryptography products. Any commercial cryptography product on the list of key network equipment and 
exclusive cybersecurity products may be sold or provided only when passing testing and certification by a qualified 
institution. 
 
Will previously-issued certificates for commercial cryptography product models remain valid after the implementation 
of the Cryptography Law of China? 
As the SCA will no longer accept applications for varieties and models of commercial cryptography products and will stop 
issuing the “Commercial Cryptography Product Model Certificate”, the commercial cryptography product model 
certificates have been issued will automatically expire on July 1, 2020. Entities with valid commercial cryptography 
product model certificates may at their will apply to convert their old certificates to commercial cryptography product 
certificates recommended by the state before June 30, 2020. The validity period of new certificates shall be the same as 
the old one. In addition, entities with certificates of the former version may apply to the local cryptography administrative 
authorities (at district, city or provincial level) for the certificate conversion. 
 
What are the requirements for the management of the import and export of commercial cryptography after the 
implementation of the Cryptography Law of China? 
According to Article 28 of the Cryptography Law, the import and export of commercial cryptography will be governed 
and subjected as dual-use items by the Ministry of Commerce and SAC to import licensing and export control. The 
Ministry of Commerce, SAC and the General Administration of Customs are drawing up lists of import license and export 
control for commercial cryptography. Before the lists are published and carried out, the import and export of commercial 
cryptography will be temporarily subject to import and export license administration in accordance with provisions and 
procedures for licensing which are currently effective. Also, the current working methods shall remain intact. Details can 
be found in the Announcement No. 38 of the State Cryptography Administration, the Ministry of Commerce and the 
General Administration of Customs. 
 
The Cryptography Law with the Cybersecurity Law. 
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As mentioned above, the Cryptography Law removed the licensing requirements for entering into the commercial 
cryptography business and set a quality certification system for commercial cryptography. The Cryptography Law also 
aims to harmonize the administration of cryptography with the security assessment and certification requirements under 
the Cybersecurity Law, which include the following system: 

 With Cybersecurity Review of Network Products and Services. The commercial cryptography products concerning 
national security, national economy, or public interest will be included in the Critical Network Equipment and the 
Special Equipment Network Security Catalogue under the Cybersecurity Review of Network Products and Services, 
and are not allowed to be sold unless and until they are certified by qualified certification institutions. 

 With Certification and Evaluation for Key Network Devices and Specific Cybersecurity Products. Provision of 
commercial cryptography services by using key network devices and specific cybersecurity products must be 
certified by qualified certification institutions. 

 With the Critical Information Infrastructure (CII) Cybersecurity Protection System. The procurement of commercial 
cryptography products and services by the operators of Critical Information Infrastructure must undergo a security 
assessment organized by the Cyberspace Administration and SEA, as far as national security is concerned. 

 With Multi-Level Protection Scheme (MLPS). If commercial cryptography is required for protecting Critical 
Information Infrastructure, the operator must adopt cryptography solutions and must assess the security of such 
cryptography solutions, either alone or jointly with qualified certification institutions. The security assessment must 
be harmonized with the security assessment for CII and be under MLPS. 
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Communication Networks and 
Service 

 
MIIT Published New Rules on the Management of Radio 
Transmitting Equipment 
#MIIT #Regulation 

In March 2020, MIIT published the Rules for the Management of Radio Transmitting Equipment (Call for comments), 
hereinafter the Rules. The Rules were released as a supporting document to offer detailed measures for the 
implementation of the Radio Regulation of China. Radio transmitting equipment refers to equipment that emits radio 
waves in order to carry out various radio services. According to the Rules, except for micropower short-range radio 
transmitting equipment, other radio transmitting equipment manufactured and imported for sale and use in China must 
apply to the State Radio Regulatory Agency for type approval.  
 
The Rules include seven chapters and forty-seven articles. The content is presented below: 

• Chapter 1: Rules on Radio Transmitting Equipment Type Approval.  

• Chapter 2: Micropower Short-range Radio Transmitting Equipment Management System. 

• Chapter 3: Radio Transmission Equipment Import Management. 

• Chapter 4: The Supervision System.  
 
In China, a license must be obtained before using radio frequencies. Besides, to set up or use a radio station, the applicant 
must apply to the radio regulatory authority for the radio station license. The radio transmitting equipment type approval 
license is a new part of the Chinese radio management system.  
 
Radio transmission equipment import management 
The consignee of the imported radio transmitting equipment, the person who brought the radio transmitting equipment 
into China, and the receiver of the radio transmitting equipment must take the initiative to declare to customs, and go 
through the customs clearance procedures with the approval certificate of the radio transmitting equipment. The Rules 
also include the procedures of applying for the license.  
 
Background: 
The Radio Regulation of China applies to the use of radio frequencies, the setup and use of radio stations, the 
development, production, import, sale and maintenance of radio transmission equipment, and the use of non-radio 
equipment which radiates radio waves within China. In 2016, the State Council revised the Regulation, and cancelled the 
approval of the development of transmission equipment, exempted the type approval of the production or import of 
micro-power short-range equipment, clarified the conditions for obtaining the type approval, and added the filing 
management of radio transmission equipment sales.  

 
China Proposes “New IP” Proposal in ITU 
#Horizontal #5G 
According to the Financial Times, Huawei joined the Chinese Trade Union, China Telecom, and the 

Ministry of Industry and Information Technology of China to submit a proposal to ITU called “New IP”. 
 
According to Huawei, New IP is a new type of internet protocol framework that can better support emerging network 
applications, such as multi-network and holographic communications. It can fight off the two network challenges faced 
by the existing IP protocols: the requirements of emerging applications for more efficient and customized networks, 
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and the limitations and complexities the current TCP/IP protocols and frameworks have on the interconnection of 
ManyNets. Instead, New IP provides a better solution needed to handle the delivery and communication of all types of 
virtual objects. 
 
In the article entitled “New IP framework and Protocol for Future Applications” by Huawei, three key characteristics of 
New IP are stated: variable IP address length that allows seamless support for communication across networks, 
semantic definition of IP addresses used to identify physical and virtual objects, and user-defined IP header allows end-
user to specify a custom function to be performed on packets. 
 
However, overseas observers suspect that the New IP will bring about monopoly, political control, as well as security 
problems. As to these questions, Huawei argued that the development of New IP was only to meet the technical 
requirements of the fast-growing digital world and did not incorporate any kind of control mechanism into the design. 
Huawei also stated that the architecture will have a “close command” function that will allow the central point to 
disconnect a specific signal source. So there will be no need to worry about security. 
 
While other stakeholders regard it to be unnecessary as the existing IP protocols are applicable, a Huawei 
spokesperson responded that New IP will do much better with its top-down overall architecture. 
 
Although New IP provoked sharp skepticism, it also got welcomed and praised. Some internet users pointed out that 
what the average person cares about is how fast, useful, and affordable a service is, rather than network neutrality. 
 
Indeed, the emergence of the New IP plan justifies that the conflict around internet governance is a new space in which 
political and economic forces can be deployed in the 21st century. 
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 MIIT Calls for Comments on China’s Taxonomy Standard for the 
Driving Automation of Vehicles 

#MIIT #ITS
On March 9, 2020, MIIT issued a call for comments on the 
recommended national standard GB/T Taxonomy of 
Driving Automation for Vehicles (draft for approval). 
This standard specifies the terms and definitions, 
classification principles, and technical requirements of 
driving automation systems for vehicles, and it is 
applicable to type M and N vehicles. 
 
SAE J3016 is used as reference for this standard, in which 
driving automation is divided into 0-5 levels, safety 
assistance functions such as AEB and non-driving 
automation functions are distinguished from each other 
at level 0, and requirements for the monitoring of driver 
takeover capabilities and risk mitigation strategies have 
been increased with clear minimum security 
requirements in order to reduce security risks in practical 
applications. 
 
Driving automation technology is one of the 
internationally recognised areas of focus for future 
development. It can provide safer, more energy-efficient, 
more environmentally friendly, and more comfortable 
travel modes and comprehensive solutions. It is also an 
important part of the urban intelligent transportation 
system and the core element of a green car society, which 
can not only upgrade automobile products and 
technologies, but also restructure the entire automobile 
and related industries and value chain system. China, the 

United States, Europe, and Japan have taken driving 
automation technology as a key development direction in 
the transportation field and made strategic 
arrangements at the national level. 
 
In China, SAC/TC114 has studied the Taxonomy of Driving 
Automation for Vehicles as the first batch of standards in 
the intelligent connected car standard system as early as 
January 2017. In December 2017, MIIT issued the Guide 
to the Construction of the National Internet of Vehicles 
Industry Standard System (Intelligent Connected Vehicles) 
and proposed an overall plan for the construction of an 
intelligent connected vehicle standard system in China. In 
the plan, the intelligent connected vehicle standard 
system includes a total of 99 standard formulation plans. 
Among them, the taxonomy of driving automation for 
vehicles is one of the 11 basic standards of the intelligent 
connected vehicle standard system, which plays a 
foundational support role for the entire standard system 
and can provide support for the subsequent 
promulgation of laws, regulations and standards related 
to autonomous driving. 
 
The Taxonomy of Driving Automation for Vehicles was 
developed by SAC/TC114/Advanced Driving Assistance 
System (ADAS) Standard Working Group and is expected 
to come into force on January 1, 2021. 
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Smart Manufacturing 
 

China Strengthens Standardization in Additive Manufacturing  
#SAC #MIIT 
On March 3, 2020, SAC, MIIT, along with the Ministry of Science and Technology, the Ministry of Education, 
the National Medical Products Administration, and the Chinese Academy of Engineering jointly published 

the “Action Plan for Standards Leading the Development of the Additive Manufacturing Industry”. The document aims 
to implement the policy of the central government concerning quality enhancement and standards leading the 
development of emerging industries. 
The document proposes that by 2022, China should develop 80-100 additive manufacturing standards involving 
proprietary materials, manufacturing techniques,  equipment, software, test methods, and service; promote 2-3 Chinese 
additive manufacturing technologies or standards to become international standards, and raise the conversion rate of 
additive manufacturing international standards up to 90%.  
 

To help reach these targets, the document states the following tasks: 

• Construct and improve China’s additive manufacturing standards system. 

• Develop standards for not only those mentioned above in the targets, but also the application in specific industries 
such as aerospace, biomedical, and nuclear industries. 

• Strengthen international standardization cooperation by tracking the development of international standards, 
establishing corresponding working groups with reference to international working groups, synchronizing the 
development of domestic standard projects and international standard projects, and parallelly developing English 
and Chinese versions of Chinese standards. 

• Improve the working mechanism for setting standards by facilitating the coordination of TCs/SCs/WGs in the whole 
industry chain and establish the working mechanism of jointly proposing, formulating and managing cross- industry 
standards. 

• Facilitate the implementation of additive manufacturing standards through the demonstration application and the 
“Top Runners” evaluation. 

 
SAC/TC562 (Additive Manufacturing), with its secretariat in the China Productivity Centre for Machinery, is the major 
standardization organization responsible for developing additive manufacturing national standards. The organization 
was established in 2016 and has developed 7 national standards, 3 of which are converted (MOD) from ISO standards. 
There are also 18 additive manufacturing national standards being developed by this organization, 5 of which are based 
on ISO standards. Apart from SAC/TC562, SAC/TC243 (Nonferrous Metals) is another standardization organization in the 
standardization of additive manufacturing. This TC has developed 1 national standard and 1 sector standard and is 
formulating 7 other national standards. In terms of association standards, active standardization organizations include 
the Guangdong Addictive Manufacturing Association, China Biomedical Engineering Association, China Association of 
Machinery Manufacturing Technology, China Association for Medical Devices Industry, Zhongguancun Standardization 
Association, and Chinese Mechanical Engineering Society. They have developed 12 association standards for additive 
manufacturing equipment, process, materials, testing methods, and fundamental principles. 

Internationally, ISO/TC261, CEN/TC438, and ASTM F42 are the main players in additive manufacturing standardization. 
ISO by now has published 14 standards and is formulating another 31, CEN/TC438 has published 12 and is formulating 
29, and ASTM F42 has published 14 and is formulating 41. China’s additive manufacturing standardization is lagging 
behind their international peers. Moreover, the three international standardization organizations have reached an 
agreement on jointly developing a unified additive manufacturing standards system. China is hence eager to accelerate 
its standardization work and expand its influence globally in this emerging technical area, given its aspiration of being a 
manufacturing power.  

Considering many of Chinese additive manufacturing standards are being formulated and the conversion rate of 
international standards is still low, European stakeholders should actively get involved in and affect the development of 
these standards. 
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Special Report of this Edition:  
 
SAMR and SCA Publish Opinions on the Implementation of the Testing and 
Certification of Commercial Cryptography (Draft for Comments) 
 
To support the building of the commercial cryptography testing and certification system, the State Administration for 
Market Regulation (SAMR) and the State Cryptography Administration (SCA) put forward the implementation opinions 
on the testing and certification of commercial cryptography in February of 2020. The Opinions are based on the Product 
Quality Law of China, Cryptography Law of China, and the Regulations of China on Certification and Accreditation.  
 
According to the Opinions, a certification catalogue of commercial cryptography, which includes all of the cryptography 
products that need to get certification before sold, will be jointly issued by SAMR and SCA. 
 
Rules for the certification of commercial cryptography will be released by SAMR. 
 
The Technical Committee for Commercial Cryptography Certification will be set up by SAMR and SCA, intending to 
coordinately solve technical problems in the process of certification and provide technical support and suggestions for 
SAMR and SAC. 
 
Background: 
The Cryptography Law was published by the State Council in 2019 and came into force on January 2020, it is the first law 
in China for cryptography administration. The Cryptography Law has only 44 provisions which are largely principles in 
nature, but it has a close connection with laws, regulations, and ministerial measures of other fields like cybersecurity. 
 
The Cryptography Law for the first time has divided cryptography into three levels, being core cryptography, normal 
cryptography, and commercial cryptography. Among them, core cryptography and normal cryptography are used for 
protecting state secrets; citizens and companies are allowed to use commercial cryptography to protect information 
other than state secrets. 
 
Regulators in cryptography: 

• The State Cryptography Administration (SCA) leads the cryptography work of China, and is in charge of developing 
major guidelines and policies on national cryptography work. 

• Local cryptography administrative authorities are responsible for administrating the cryptography work in their 
respective administrative areas. 

 
What changes have taken place in the management of commercial cryptography products since the implementation 
of the Cryptography Law? 
According to Articles 25 and 26 of the Cryptography Law, the management of commercial cryptography products will be 
changed from administrative approval to testing and certification. Varieties and models of commercial cryptography 
products are no longer needed to be approved by SCA. SAMR, together with SCA, will establish a unified national 
certification system for commercial cryptography, adopting measures to support and encourage the certification of 
commercial cryptography products. Any commercial cryptography product on the list of key network equipment and 
exclusive cybersecurity products may be sold or provided only when passing testing and certification by a qualified 
institution. 
 
Will previous-issued certificates for commercial cryptography product models remain valid after the implementation 
of the Cryptography Law of China? 
As the SCA will no longer accept applications for varieties and models of commercial cryptography products and will stop 
issuing the “Commercial Cryptography Product Model Certificate”, the commercial cryptography product model 
certificates hat have been issued will automatically expire on July 1, 2020. Entities with valid commercial cryptography 
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product model certificates may at their will apply to convert their old certificates to commercial cryptography product 
certificates recommended by the state before June 30, 2020. The validity period of new certificates shall be the same as 
the old one. In addition, entities with certificates of the former version may apply to the local cryptography administrative 
authorities (at district, city or provincial level) for the certificate conversion. 
 
What are the requirements for the management of the import and export of commercial cryptography after the 
implementation of the Cryptography Law of China? 
According to Article 28 of the Cryptography Law, the import and export of commercial cryptography will be governed 
and subjected as dual-use items by the Ministry of Commerce and SAC to import licensing and export control. The 
Ministry of Commerce, SAC and the General Administration of Customs are drawing up lists of import license and export 
control for commercial cryptography. Before the lists are published and carried out, the import and export of commercial 
cryptography will be temporarily subject to import and export license administration in accordance with provisions and 
procedures for licensing which are currently effective. Also, the current working methods shall remain intact. Details can 
be found in the Announcement No. 38 of the State Cryptography Administration, the Ministry of Commerce and the 
General Administration of Customs. 
 
The Cryptography Law with the Cybersecurity Law. 

• As mentioned above, the Cryptography Law removed the licensing requirements for entering into the commercial 
cryptography business and set a quality certification system for commercial cryptography. The Cryptography Law 
also aims to harmonize the administration of cryptography with the security assessment and certification 
requirements under the Cybersecurity Law, which include the following system: 

• With Cybersecurity Review of Network Products and Services. The commercial cryptography products concerning 
national security, national economy, or public interest will be included in the Critical Network Equipment and the 
Special Equipment Network Security Catalogue under the Cybersecurity Review of Network Products and Services, 
and are not allowed to be sold unless and until they are certified by qualified certification institutions. 

• With Certification and Evaluation for Key Network Devices and Specific Cybersecurity Products. Provision of 
commercial cryptography services by using key network devices and specific cybersecurity products must be 
certified by qualified certification institutions. 

• With the Critical Information Infrastructure (CII) Cybersecurity Protection System. The procurement of commercial 
cryptography products and services by the operators of Critical Information Infrastructure must undergo a security 
assessment organized by the Cyberspace Administration and SEA, as far as national security is concerned. 

• With Multi-Level Protection Scheme (MLPS). If commercial cryptography is required for protecting Critical 
Information Infrastructure, the operator must adopt cryptography solutions and must assess the security of such 
cryptography solutions, either alone or jointly with qualified certification institutions. The security assessment must 
be harmonized with the security assessment for CII and be under MLPS.
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Introduction of SESEC Project

The Seconded European 

Standardization Expert in China (SESEC) 

is a visibility project co-financed by the 

European Commission (EC), the 

European Free Trade Association (EFTA) 

secretariat and the three European 

Standardization Organizations (CEN, 

CENELEC and ETSI). 

Since 2006, there has been three SESEC 

projects in China, SESEC I (2006-2009). 

SESEC II (2009- 2012) and SESEC III 

(2014-2017). In April 2018, SESEC IV 

was officially launched in Beijing, China. 

Dr. Betty XU was nominated as the 

SESEC expert and will spend the next 36 

months on promoting EU-China 

standardization information exchange 

and EU-China standardization 

cooperation. 

 

The SESEC project supports the 

strategic objectives of the European 

Union, EFTA and the European 

Standardization Organizations (ESOs).  

The purpose of SESEC project is to: 

 
 

• Promote European and 

international standards in 

China; 
• Improve contacts with 

different levels of the 

Chinese administration, 

industry and standardization 

bodies; 
• Improve the visibility and 

understanding of the 

European Standardization 

System (ESS) in  China; 
• Gather regulatory and 

standardization intelligence. 

 

The following areas have been 

identified as sectorial project priorities 

by the SESEC project partners: Internet 

of Things (IoT) & Machine-to-

Machine(M2M) communication, 

communication networks & services, 

cybersecurity & digital identity, Smart 

Cities (including transport, power grids 

& metering), electrical & electronic 

products, general product safety, 

medical devices, cosmetics, energy 

management & environmental 

protection (including eco-design & 

labelling, as well as environmental 

performance of buildings).

 

 

SESEC IV China Standardization and Technical Regulation Bimonthly Newsletter 

SESEC IV China Standardization and Technical Regulation Bimonthly Newsletter is the gathering of China regulatory and 

standardization intelligence. Most information of the Monthly Newsletter was summarized from China news media or 

websites. Some of them were the first-hand information from TC meetings, forums/workshops, or meetings/dialogues 

with China government authorities in certain areas. 

 

In this Bimonthly Newsletter 

In this Bimonthly Newsletter, some news articles were abstracted from Chinese government organizations. All new 
published standards, implementation or management regulations and notice are summarized; original document and 
English version are available. 
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